Aimee McNamee finds the devil in the details,
and bends that devil to her will.
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Long before Aimee McNamee was a twinkle in her mother’s eye, her would-be
family sat down one Sunday for their weekly meeting to talk about the possibility of
adding one more baby to the already robust household of eight.

“I was the only child planned for and actually
voted on,” says Aimee. “The vote was unanimous, so here I am.”
Aimee says being the youngest of seven siblings (six girls and one boy) greatly shaped how
photography gave expression to her storytelling
heart. Growing up on the shores of Lake Erie
in Cleveland, Aimee was the kid who noticed
everything. Spying from under the coffee table
or attempting to fade into the background, she
observed her family’s busy day-to-day life, cultivating her intuitive eye for nuanced details.
“I loved watching my sisters get ready for
dates and argue about clothes,” says Aimee. “I
loved watching my brother play outside with his
friends and G.I. Joe figurines. I loved watching
my mom cook or read on the front porch swing,
my dad tinkering or playing solitaire.”
And she remembers loving how the late afternoon sunlight spilled across the living room, while
her sisters and brother dashed back and forth,
oblivious to its glorious subtleties. Over time,
Aimee has become even more entranced by
shadow and what it reveals. We live much of the
time in subtle lighting; rather than struggle with
that limitation, Aimee embraced its possibilities.
“I love shooting in low light,” she says, “I tend
to really embrace the shadows in my exposures,
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especially in my personal work. I can instantly
recall exactly how I felt at the moment I clicked
the shutter, even months later. It makes my
mama-heart happy when an image does that to
me; natural light creates mood and emotion that
I can easily access.”
Looking through Aimee’s work, you cannot
help but see she’s a keen observer of light and
daily minutiae. The scenes Aimee chooses to
capture are real and commonplace, but in her
images those qualities are elevated to become
something celebratory. That familiarity actually
draws us in, even if it’s someone else’s child or
living room, and we weave our own narrative
about the scene. It’s the feeling of the image
that captures the imagination.

Aimee discovered the power of photography
over imagination while quite young. She subscribed to Life magazine at about 10 or 11, and
became the highly appreciative recipient of her
uncle’s National Geographic magazines. She
covered her walls with clipped images from the
magazines, including Steve McCurry’s famously
haunting “Afghan Girl.”
“I remember being completely transfixed by
that image,” she says. “For most of my young life,
I held the art of photography in high regard.”
After marrying and having two daughters,
Aimee felt that regard anew, but now with a
drive to be the creator of images. In 2012, she
began photographing families. After her first
in-home session, she had found her niche.
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“I knew that was where I belonged, in a family’s
home, photographing their everyday and capturing their unique story,” she says. “My love for
observing family life came full circle. That felt like
a magical, secret honor to me. I could actually
trap a family’s story in time through the art of
photography and give them a gift to have forever.”
Today, Aimee’s approach to observing families
isn’t all that much different than spying on her
siblings as a youngster. She’s the fly on the wall,
retreating into the background as the family
goes about its normal routine.
“I’m pretty stealthy, calm, and a very quiet
shooter,” she says. “When necessary, I interact
and ask questions to elicit emotion or expression, but for the most part, I’m all about letting
their story unfold as naturally as possible and
letting my intuition guide me.”
Aimee and her family recently moved back
to her hometown of Cleveland after living in
Virginia for 11 years. Coming home has brought
fresh inspiration, and she’s itching to start a
personal project documenting her roots. She’s
also hoping to conquer film, and to focus more
on fine art documentary-style work to display at
shows and galleries. But documenting families
will always hold her heart.
“From the very start, real life and all of its details held me captivated,” she says. “To this day,
I can sit and people-watch for hours, and family
life continues to fascinate me.” C
Learn more at aimeetmcnameephotography.com.

AIMEE’S TOOLS

Canon EOS 5D Mark III; Canon 35mm f/1.4 L,
24-70mm f/2.8L II, and 85mm f/1.8 lenses
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